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Climate Change and Racial Violence

Climate change poses the greatest threat mankind has ever seen, not since WW2 is the damage
potential so great for humanity. Humanity’s understanding of the dangers that climate change presents
isn’t something new, newspaper archives show articles warning about the dangers of carbon output into
the atmosphere as early as 1912 (Roney and Otamatea). Despite our knowledge of the dangers, the
actions necessary to fight climate change aren’t being taken because of the risk to profits it presents for
companies. Mega corporations don’t see climate change as an issue for them, instead seeing it as an
opportunity to make money, shown by Raytheon’s statement to shareholders “demand for its military
products and services as security concerns may arise as results of droughts, floods, and storm events
occur as a result of climate change” (Raytheon). Donald Trump broke precedent when he announced
his denial of climate change, a contrast to Barack Obama and George W. Bush, who both recognized the
threat that climate change presents. However, Trumps rhetoric isn’t anything new, instead is the logical
consequence of a country made rich off oil and natural resource reserves that allows corporate money
to dominate politics. The rise of Trump directly coincided with the increasing prominence of right-wing
‘populist’ media, such as Breitbart, Prager U and Turning Point USA, all of which have deep connections
to oil money. These companies promote the denial of the dangers of climate change, and all have
become very impactful in the right-wing political sphere, often seeing retweets by President Trump.
While these corporations not only deny the existence of climate change, they also promote economic
systems that promote wealth inequality, being a cause of slow violence towards the poor. These so
called ‘alt right’ groups promote regressive policies that often disproportionally disenfranchise people of
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color. Right Wing media has increasingly attacked the proposed Green New Deal, proposed by
Congresswomen Alexandira Ocasio Cortez, which invest billions of dollars into the economy in with the
goal of decreasing carbon output and fighting economic inequality. The cause of climate change is
human greed attributed to capitalism alongside the politics of white supremacy.
The difference in access to economic opportunity and recovery resources is often the driving
result of systematic racism, such as in the town of Port Auther. In the aftermath of a climate change
strengthened hurricane, a nearby mostly white town of Taylor Landing received $60,000 of federal
funding per citizen while Port Authur only received $84 of funding per citizen, a 714 times difference.
Because of this difference in Federal aid, an external factor, the majority White town was able to
recover more quickly than Port Arthur “When ecological disasters strike, white people often receive
resources long before those resources reach communities of color” (Burton). These differences in aid
money received is a direct result of white supremacy, which stems from a capitalist cultural mindset.
Capitalism encourages these exploitative behaviors due to the benefit of limiting social mobility at the
lowest of society. Colonialism is often the root of these deep inequalities of our nation, most people of
color weren’t brought to the America’s under their own free will. Starting as slaves, they were the
lowest possible class of people in this new world they were brought to, and when slavery was abolished,
former slaves has little money to participate in the economic system. Capitalism requires business
entrepreneurs to risk their own capital while starting a business, however former slaves did not own any
capital and due to racist policies banks weren’t willing to give out loans to nonwhites. The enduring
capitalist economic system forced people of color into worse living conditions and into areas more
susceptible to issues of climate change. As Nylah Burton writes about the mental impact of climate
change on people of color, she notes this historical connection people of color have with the history of
climate change. As being the primary victim of white supremacy and capitalistic slow violence, people of
color experience difficulties in life that whites don’t face.
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Those most effected by the dangers of climate change often aren’t the ones causing the
destruction. Rising sea levels are going to impact poor island countries the most, with some potentially
being swallowed completely by the sea. However, these countries carbon output is near zero, they
aren’t the ones causing climate change, but they will be some of the first to suffer from its
consequences. Not only facing the dangers of rising sea levels, many pacific island nations deal with large
swaths of plastic washing up onto their shores. The plastic damages the ecosystems, as birds and
fish often eat bits of plastic harming the animals. As Chris Jordan shows in his documentary Albatross, at
the island of Midway the beaches are becoming covered in small bits of plastic and dying animals due to
the plastic consumption. The impacts of climate change can be felt in every location on Earth, such as
Bolivia’s ice caps, "Bolivia is extraordinarily dependent on glaciers for its drinking and irrigation water
and those white-capped mountains that tower over its capital were turning gray and brown at an
alarming rate” (Klein), however as Bolivia’s carbon output is minute compare to that of the USA’s or
China, they are victims of climate change, without doing much to have caused it. The overall global
impact of climate change is going to be faced most by poor, nonwhite countries who don’t have the
resources to combat these rising issues. Often these countries have been former colonies in the past,
and still suffer from neo colonialism. Agreements have been made by countries to combat the threat of
climate change, such as the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement, which US President Donald Trump infamously
pulled out from in check with his denial of climate change. The EU has introduced the
European Green Deal, which is a set of policies aimed at making Europe carbon neutral by 2050. While
these policies and agreements take some action, not nearly enough is being done to fight climate
change. “‘It is baffling that we willingly and knowingly continue to sow the seeds of our own
destruction,’ said UNDRR chief Mami Mizutori and Debarati Guha-Sapir of Belgium's Center for Research
on the Epidemiology of Disasters” (Regan), the UN has made numerous statements warning that the
dangers of climate change are still forthcoming and have shown little signs of decreasing. Humanities
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willingness to disregard our own species safety in pursuit of profits is a consequence of the capitalist
economic system.
War refugees dominated the white worlds political landscape in the mid 2010s, with those same
supporters of global capitalism and white supremacy rejecting the notion that white nations should have
to carry the burden of the refugee crisis. The relationship between right wing political parties and the
rejection of refugees is the logical consequence of a party that supports an economic system that
promotes deepening inequalities and the exploitation of the working class. Often the causes of these
refugee crisis’s can be rooted back to colonial times. Neo colonial influence on former colonies prevent
stable governments from keeping power. Western corporations seek increased influence over scares
resources which has resulted in American backed coups that have led to vast poverty, famine and
refugee crisis. As climate change worsens, a new category of refugees is going to exist, climate refugees.
With this developing crisis the ‘alt right’ is expected to push back against this issue and will attempt to
shift conservative parties more towards political white supremacy. “Population displacement involves an
essential injustice, considering the fact that the populations most intensively affected by global warming
are those that contribute the least to the overall carbon emissions that drive the ecologically disruptive
alteration of climatological patterns.” (Yates)

Both climate change and racial justice are major political and social topics in American life. Black
Lives Matter protests occurred in all 50 states and recent polling suggests that up to two thirds of
Americans agree that climate change is a major issue. Art pieces that depict the dangers of pollution,
such as Pam Longobardi’s The Crime of Willful Neglect showcase the pollution that humans have
brought to the environments. Felipe Araujo images of the electronic dump in Ghana highlight the mass
waste our current economic system promotes and furthers the notion that the issues the West creates,
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the third world must deal with. These artworks inspire action and a sense of shame in individuals. These
issues are often getting the attention they rightfully deserve, but the solutions to the problems aren’t as
clear. Ideas such as the Green New Deal are becoming increasingly popular, and President Elect Joe
Biden has made promises of fighting climate. Biden’s plan involves massive investments into the
economy with the goal of promoting economic equality through union jobs. Biden has also laid out a
comprehensive plan to achieve racial equality in the United States as “We can’t solve the climate crisis
without people of color, but we could probably solve it without racists.” (Johnson).
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